SHOCKING Footage Revealed As Substance Abuse Gets
International Keyword Expert...

"Caught On Video Exposing
Google's Secrets!"
Watch Closely As This Keyword Research
Expert Gets Caught On Video Giving Away
Critical Secrets To Keyword Research
Strategies That Not Only REVEAL Hidden
Markets But...Uncover 'Massive Quantities' Of
Little-Known Keyword Phrases That Convert
Sales Like Crazy --

Keep Reading To Discover How You Can See It All For Yourself
In A Secretly Video Taped, 'Unadvertised BootBoot-Camp'...

Dear Keyword List Builder,

I

t's like CRACK was in the 80's!

Isn't it?
Crack-Cocaine that is...and Keyword Research is no
exception.
Fact is, it's turned into a real addiction epidemic online
for many unsuspecting marketers both new and old.
Seems like a pretty sick thing to say but then again, that
won't stop me from exposing the truth! ;-P

Now bare with me for a bit because you'll understand exactly
what I mean when you...

Give Me Just 5 Minutes, And I'll Show You How
Whether You're A Wet-Behind-The-Ears Beginner Or
Even An Experienced Pro...These Cutting-Edge
Keyword Strategies Will Teach You How To Easily
Find Highly-Profitable Undiscovered Keyword
Phrases That Quickly Turn Your Keyword Lists Into
Virtual Internet Gold!
Now just like CRACK left untold numbers of people insanely
addicted to it's chemical high, so has the whole topic of
"Keyword Research!"
Yeah I know, just like me -- you probably have all the
software and tools and memberships for keyword research and
all but, if they all worked so well...

WHY do we keep buying them like an addictive drug?
Well, I asked myself that burning question too recently so
don't feel so bad.

I'm with ya' on that one cuz' believe me...I did that A LOT in the past!
So after asking myself that question, I quickly discovered
that -

I Was Addicted Too...!
The thing is...I'm like most people, maybe even you, when it
comes to making money and staying in tune with the latest
and greatest thing.
Keeping up with the Jones' is the big thing online...
Or so most people think!
I mean...don't you always want to be the first one to find
the hidden keywords and the potential goldmine niches that
no one else or very few people know about?

Or maybe you're just getting started and you want to build
your first keyword list?
PROBLEM #1: Keyword list building software and membership sites build you
the same list that it would for anyone else and exposes the same niches and
keyword phrases to everyone!
QUESTION: Do you want your competitors to have access to the same
information as YOU?
See, I know how frustrated you are with having to find just
the right keyword phrases and scraping by to make a buck on
the internet.

"You sure as hell don't need your competition having the
same keyword list as you because then they can easily beat
you to the punch or downright kick your butt! You have to
keep ahead of them at all times."
Quite frankly though, I don't care if you're just starting
out, making 5-Figures a month or 6-Figures a month online
because I've been there and I can assure you that keeping
your competition in the dark is one of the best strategies
for quick success and will help make you the first guy or
gal on the scene for your keyword phrases...

Question:

But HOW do you do that?

Answer: You must learn HOW to do exactly what all of these
fancy lists, software and websites are supposed to do for
you for yourself!
PROBLEM #2: Starting an original keyword list is easy...expanding that list is
the tricky part. More like pulling your hair out!
QUESTION: Do you want to learn the strategies to building effective keyword
lists that not only sell products like hot-cakes but also have very little
competition?
That problem is a BIG one for most people and that is the
problem that if solved...could transform your business into
an overnight sensation!
So being the gung-ho internet marketer that I am...I went
out and held an "unadvertised boot-camp" that could truly
give the attendees some real insight into how keyword
research was really performed.

Yep...I put it all on video too and then I turned it all
into a simple to use, step-by-step system!
It's called...

Keyword Research Mastery
Effective Keyword Strategies To SKYROCKET Your Online Sales
And Profits!

In This POWER-Packed DVD Set You'll Learn...
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

•

The top 5 keyword research tools you MUST have to develop your
"initial" keyword list.
How to quickly tap into the mind of your market and give them
what they want. (they'll love you for this one)
The hidden-truth about every keyword phrase that almost no one
knows!
Why most people lose money on Pay Per Click and how you can
dramatically reduce your costs fast.
How to find and develop laser targeted keyword phrases that drive
stampedes of free traffic to your website...and they are all starving for
your product!
The 3 most popular websites for finding hot-selling niche
markets.
One tool that everyone has but most people never use at that could
literally hold hidden keyword phrases worth an absolute fortune. (you'll
kick yourself for this one)
How to quickly eyeball and size-up your competition and their

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

keywords without them having a clue.
My 3 secret resources to spot trends and buying patterns. Knowing
this will boost your profits and traffic FAST! (remember we are both at
the mercy of consumer trends, regardless of our market)
How exploring your "roots" can triple your keyword list. (it's not
what you tink)
The 9 keyword variation techniques that expand your keyword lists
ten-fold! (you are gonna' love these more and more each day)
The secret principle your English Teacher taught you about
keyword research.
What are the hidden-dangers of Keyword Popularity...unless you
know these these your almost certainly doomed!
Six strategies for determining keyword profitability.
The 4 critical factors that affect your keyword demand. Not knowing
these is like begging to be robbed!
The insider-truth about three little-known Keyword 'Life Cycles'
and how to use them for maximum profits.
What is the one special software that even the 'Gurus' are afraid to
disclose or promote. (this little slice-of-heaven is pure POWER!)
And Much, MUCH More...

Are you beginning to see how important this incredible DVD
set really is?

Here's a weird but good example of how this
phenomenon works in the real-world.
"Imagine, for a moment, that you are sitting in traffic on the
highway and you're headed to your favorite sports team's playoff
game.
Now you and everyone on this highway are going to the same
game and you're all stuck in this dreadful traffic. Worse yet,
you're all after the last of the tickets to the game.
So you start looking to your right and left for a way out, only to
discover that you're stuck there without an exit. Frustration
begins to overwhelm you as you start realizing that you may miss
the first quarter IF you're lucky enough to get in.
People are distracting you from every direction and taking
your attention away from the road and confusing you with

signs that say "tickets".
Then, from the corner of your eye you spot a guy, (Me) building a
small road that says, "middle row seats to the game!"
Hooray!
You cut to the right, pay me for your tickets and off you go to
happily take your seats with time to spare and no more stress
before the game starts."

Sounds weird but in reality I'll teach you this same
principle among many, many others in the Keyword Research
Mastery DVD Set and get this...
You can quickly use that one principle to funnel free and
low cost traffic to your website, make lots of people happy
by satisfying their needs and wants, AND rake in boatloads
of cash as a result!
The truth of the matter is, that keyword research has always
been somewhat of a mystery to most people in business
online. Sure there are techniques and strategies that
anyone can use to profit from the right keywords but...
Finding those perfect keywords is a problem!

Okay, I'm Ready For This Fabian...So What's
The Deal?
Well these videos are simply in "limited supply" only and
as you read every word on this page, these DVDs are being
purchased and shipped out internationally.
Let me explain why...
As you'll soon see, these DVDs were made by recording an
elite boot-camp that I held in Singapore for a small group
of internet entrepreneurs there.

These men and women paid top dollar to learn what I
taught there. Close to $1,000 U.S. Dollars. And of
course it was worth every penny.

So in agreement with them I can sell up to 500 copies of
this DVD set and that's it.
Understandably, most of them are not typical internet
marketers like you and I.

Many of them have brick-and-mortar businesses that they will be using these
keyword research techniques for.
You see, I had to put this information on DVDs for them
first because how else is it possible to really learn this
profit boosting information effectively?
It's obvious that all the e-books in the world aren't really
helping all that much so why not get it on video where you
can play it over and over again while programming yourself
with this knowledge through repetition as well.
So what's it gonna' cost you?

The Price May Knock Your Socks Off!
Here's the thing...I considered charging half of the bootcamp price for this which brought it to about $485 but I
realized that, although it would be worth it to anyone who
got these DVDs and learned from them, it wasn't fair to
everyone who genuinely wanted to learn these kick-butt
keyword research strategies but just didn't have the money.
Hey, I told you I know how hard it really is for you to when
you're starting out or working for yourself and don't have
too much available funds.
So...I cut the price in half to $242.50 and still said,

"HELL NO!"
I know it's too high for people that are struggling. I then
consulted with my fellow marketers and they suggested the
conservative price of $97 which is the stereo-typical DVD
price online but -I'm not new to this whole thing and my goal is not to make a
million bucks with these DVDs...Heck I practice what I
preach and make a nice chunk of change with the strategies
that I show you on these profit-boosting DVDs so why bother
trying to squeeze every penny out of someone who honestly
needs this priceless information.

"So What's The REAL Price Fabian?"

I know, I know, you want to know the price...so I hold on to
your seat and let me ask you this...

How would you like these 2 power-packed informational
DVDs for the price of a 'cheapie-weepy' e-book?
The REAL price is only a one time payment of

$47.

Yes, it's hard to believe but, believe me it's true!

Click Here To Grab Your Copy Now!
Like I said before,

I want you to succeed.

I believe that the most important part of being successful
is that you must help others to achieve success too.
Quite literally, once you master the skills you learn in
Keyword Research Mastery you now have the power to create
lists of internet gold!
Listen, content and keywords will rule the internet for as
long as we are humans and communicate through words...and if
you unlock the "Mind-Language Code" to how people think and
use keywords online, you are literally tapping into an
almost god-like ability to give people what they want as son
as they want it.

This is the same way Fortune 500 companies are able to
build multi-billion dollar businesses and you're learning it

through understanding keywords and how to perform
keyword research.
Now if the drastically reduced price wasn't enough to get
you to jump up and grab your own copy now...
Check out these head-spinning bonuses...

BONUSES HERE
And if you think that those are great...I'm also giving you
my

100% Risk-FREE Guarantee!
Here's how it works...

"Super-Heavyweight
100% Satisfaction
Guarantee!"
60 Day No Questions Asked, Money Back Guarantee.
You have 60 days from the time you receive this DVD set
to put these fool-proof methods to the test and if you are
not 100% satisfied for any reason, simply return the DVDs
to us and we'll issue a prompt and courteous refund. No
hassles, no questions asked.
I'm that confident that these techniques and strategies will
work for you!

Now, I've given you every conceivable reason to grab your
own copy of Keyword Research Mastery now but the rest is up
to you.

The bottom line is, you either ACT and achieve success - OR - you wait in the
shadows of doubt and the "could
"couldcould-havehave-beens" and never really see the joy and
light of victory.
Simply put...You have a killer price, my jaw-dropping
bonuses and my super-heavyweight guarantee, and if you still
have a heartbeat and pulse then I know you want to grab the
last of these powerful DVDs today.

YES Fabian! - Ship The Keyword Research
Mastery DVD Set Directly To My Doorstep Right
Now...
I'm Ready To Build Valuable Keyword Lists, Profit Like Crazy
Take My Business To The Next Level Of Success This Year!
•

I understand that I am getting a drastically reduced
price on this valuable limited availability DVD set.
•
I want to apply these strategies and techniques to
create cash-generating keyword lists FAST!
•
I understand that these are time-tested and proven
strategies that deliver results when applied correctly.
•
I understand that I get it all the DVDs, the Bonuses,
plus your money-back guarantee, ALL for only $47.
•
I completely agree that the introductory price of
$47 is an awesome value and I want to get it now before
quantities run out!

Click Here To Ship Out Your
DVDs Today!
One final thing, as you already know, these DVDs are limited
in quantity (only 500 available) due to my agreement with
the boot-camp attendees and I will be promoting this website
hard and fast in order to get rid of them and get back to
what I really love doing...flying planes! So as many people

will unfortunately come to find out...as soon as these are
all purchased, I'm closing out this opportunity.
Please accept my apologies in advance if you miss out on
this opportunity and please don't send me angry emails about
how you couldn't order. I'm telling you up front that there
is a chance you won't get to the payment screen.
I highly recommend that you take this opportunity now, heck
you'll pay more for some crappy e-books!

To Your Keyword Research Mastery,

Fabian Lim

P.S. - This is your opportunity to learn the time-tested,
true and proven strategies for effortlessly generating
massively profitable keyword lists in no time flat! Your
online sales and subscribers will soar to new heights, so
Act Now!
P.P.S. - Remember, there is ZERO risk on your part. If you
follow the steps and don't succeed, I'll refund every penny
you spent for up to 60 days! The risk is entirely on me for
60 days of YOUR personal use.
P.P.P.S. - You could search the Internet, read articles,
scour bookstores and do your best to find and speak with
"keyword research experts." Or you can reserve your DVD set,
right now, today. Click the button below now to place your
order and get started.

Order Button Here

